
6. The Plar.r

-rfi,

PLa"f afg very important for crystallising our dreams into a workable sys-

tem that creates the reality that we want.

Plans can be used for research as well as development. The Game Plan and

Action Plan are designed to make you think about your companies, realistically,
so you know exactly what you have to do. The Recommended Reading Plan is

one I have found to be excellent for educating people on how things work, like
money, success, life, etc. Please read them....

Not for my sake. I've already read them. Many times. They're in my bookcase.

Except for when I re-read them every month or so. It is also interesting to note

that the first three books are in the top 10 of most read books in the world.

I wonder why.....?
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If you fail to plan, you plan to fail.

The biggest, most powerfrrl, and most taught technique in success philosophy is

planning. It is also known by many nirmes, like: manifestation, visualisation,

dreaming, knowing what you want, affirmations, prosperity consciousness, etc.

If you don't have an idea of what you want, how can you make it happen? The

answer, of cowse, is that you can't. So you won't. And then where will you be?

If you always do what you've always doneo

you'll always get what you've always got.

Another version:

If you always do what you've always done,

you'll always be what you've always been.

The obvious answer is, of course, to do something different to get different

results. If things aren't going well for you, I suggest you don't do that anymore.

And that's where lists come into the picture (no pun intended). Once you have

an idea or picture of where you want to be, and how you're going to get there,

and what you've got to do, then you can make a list so you always know where

you are in your plan - and what you have to keep doing to make it happen.

Remember: a list isn't a list unless it's on paper.

If you haven't filled rn Life's Liule Signpost at the front of this book, do so

now. If you have, make a list, right now of the Top 10 things you want in your

life. Make sure they include mental, spiritual, emotional and physical require-

ments.



't. The 6arne PLa"

There is nothing like a clear, detailed and concise

gttme plan to guide your success in network market-

ing. The following is a summary of some of the key

elements in developing such a successful game plan. ((

You'll want to work with your leaders to find the answers to these questions:

l. What is the next highest position in the compensation plan, and when

will you achieve it?

2.

J.

4.

5.

How much earned income do you expect per month,

and when do you expect it?

How much monthly volume will you need to create in your group

to earn that income?

How many distributors will you need to partner with to do this?

What position will you attain by month six,

and how much income will it provide you with?

What resources will you need to accomplish that?

a) time to invest per week

b) supplies to order (including product and sales aids)

c) educational and training materials and personal lessons

Who will work with you to support, show and teach you?

How will you develop your list of prospects, and when?

What training and personal development seminars will you attend?

How will you build your organisation?

a) personally?

b) at a distance? (national and international)

c) both of the above?

What company support will you take advantage ofl

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.



12.

13.

14.

Which methods and tools do you propose to use?

How will you duplicate yourself?

What other resources will you need?

L. The Acfio"' PLa"

An action plan is something you will do consistenfly

and continuously to bring about your success. At a
minimum, it will include:

1. "X" number of prospecting conversations.

2. "X" number of follow-up conversations.

3. "X" number of packages/tapes you'll mail or hand out, and follow up.

4. "X" number of hours you'll spend on training and coaching your down-
line.

5. Any other action needed to ensure your success. Whatever it takes!

What area of your Character will you develop as Lou prospect?

Network marketing is a numbers game only if ]'ou don't speak well enough to
people! Leverage your success by developing yourself. Possible target areas for
yow personal development will include:

l. Your Listening and Powerfi.rl Speaking Ability.

2. Your Courage and your Belief

3. Your Persistence and your Energy.

4. Your Communication and Organisational Skills.

5. Developing Rapport and a Vision with each person you speak with.

6. Guiding a Conversation, and not just Dumping Information.



7.

8.

Listening for what's important, or missing, in your prospect's life.

Elements that would make you more atfractive as a business parhrer.

MAGICAL ELEMENTAL DIMENSIONS :

AIRE
FIRE

WATER

EARTFM

thoughts

willpower
emotions

manifestations

to know

to will
to do

to achieve

Inspiration
Determination

Persistence

Dedication

Follow the last column on the right from the top down. You must know vihat
you want to do, then you make a commifinent, you persist doing the experi-

ence, and in time, you make it a living dedication towards manifesting your

goals.

j. The Recornr.'e",decl Readi^.1 PLa",

Books are avaluable source of knowledge and informa-

tion. They are also a rich source of condensed wisdom,

gained from the experiences of others over a period of
time, sometimes a very long time. For just a few dollars

you can buy their life's wisdom and teachings, and read

it in an afternoon. Amazing!

Before you read further, please just consider how lucky you are. Thank you.

Think and Grow Rich, Napoleon Hill
Melvin Powers Wilshire Book Company, 1966

The Richest Man in Babylon, George Clayson

Hawthorn Books, 1955

ESSENTIAL!!!!

ESSENTIAL!!!!

How to Win Frielrgls and Influence People, Dale Carnegie PEOPLE!!!!
Angus & Robertson (HarperCollins Publishers), 1936

MLM Secret$ for the Y2K, Dr.Jason Betts BSc, PhD MLM SECRETS!!
(get it from Jason Betts, or ask the person who gave you this book)



The Greatest Networker in the World, John Milton Fogg NETWORKING!!!
Prima Publishing Upline Press, 1997

7 Strategies for Wealth and Happiness, Jim Rohn PURPOSE AND SUCCESS!!
Prima Publishing, 1985

Feing the Best You Can Be in MLM, John Kalench DOING IT!
MIM Publications, 1990

ThE Greatest Salesman in the World, Og Mandino LIFE SUCCESS

Bantam, 1968

The Instant Millionaire, Mmk Fisher INSPIRATIONAL
New World Library, 1990

Winning Through Intimidation, Robert Ringer S{IRVMNG LIF0
Fawcett Crest, 1973

I,ooking Out For #1, Robert Ringer LIFE PHILOSOPHY
Fawcett Crest, 1977

Million Dollar Habits, Robert Ringer SUCCESS HABITS
Fawcett Crest, 1990

Monelr is Mlr Friend, Phil Laut $ CONSCIOUSNESS
Ivy Books, 1978

The first three me absolutely essential to any person wishing to deal with money,

people or life in general. Buy them, keep them, and don't lend them.

For MLMers, buy the first set of five. The others you can choose in your or,vn

order, but my recommended order is from top down. They are all bestsellers.

Absolute classics. Buy as many of them as you can. Make notes. Summarise. Write
a I page swnmary: I line for every chapter. Make it a poster. Know it. Live it.



T. Ho* fo fail af MLMI^1

'1. 6ivi"1 Up.

Multi Level Marketing is easy to do. No problem. I've seen heaps of people

succeed wittr MLM and make heaps of money. They had no major problems.

Lots of little ones, perhaps, but nothing the knowledge and experience in this

book wouldn't fix. The biggest secret is perhaps:

you just have to keep doing it.

Once you taste success, learn from your mistakes, gain a little wisdom, get a
little help, and get shown what to do and how to do it, MLMing gets easieq

fun, and even enjoyable! Yes, enjoyable! There's nothing more satisffing than

signing up a new distributor and seeing the enthusiasm in their eyes! And
there's nothing as rewarding as getting that cheque in the mail every month.
Ask any MLMer and they'll tell you. If you're going to do it, you may as well
enjoy it. I do. You can too.
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Giving up is the quickest way to fail. Easiest, as well. MLM is easy to do, but

also easy not to do. The choice is yours. If you get stuck, or things aren't work-
ing like you planned, be assured, there is a reason, and ttre chances are that

your upline knows exactly what's causing it because it probably happened to

them. And they probably know how to fix it too. They want nothing more than

for you to be successfrrl, because that means you will become more successful

and, of course, more money in their pocket.

The answer to "How much work do I have to do?" is:

as much as it takes!

The answer to "How long do I keep doing this?" is:

as long as it takes!

Success and failwe are closely related. They both depend on the person, for:

it is the person who decides whether or not they succeed or fail.

Failure will never overtake you if your determination to succeed is strong

enough. Each person makes their own choice, and lives by their own standard.

The two qualities of human nature that best describe success are:

persistence and determination.

I recommend that you practice them daily. Forever. Show by example.

L. TerfanaL Charlcter Mirfaker

Things like telling lies, saying nasty things about others, doing things for the

wrong reasons, having bad intentions or motivations, or putting yourself above

others me absolutellr fatal to any MLM career.

This may seem obvious, but to be a successful person in network marketing:

you have to be a nice person.

You have to be genuine. Sorry, folks, but that's just the way it is. People in gen-

eral, and ladies in particular, have a very good insincerity detector, and will



walk away at the first possible opportunity. If you can find an exception to this,
please let me know. There's nothing like being in a public relations position for
developing people skills. The best way for you to do this is to:

just pay attention to everything you say and do.

Easy. Everyone can do that. Just ask yourself, every time you speak and act, as

you listen to yourself speak, "What do I sound like to this person?", because

everyone else only knows you by what they hear you say, and what they see

you do. So, please pay attention to yourself and your actions.

j. Leave People by Thernrelver

Abandonment is perhaps one is the worst fears ttrat anyone (who is not totally
comfortable with themselQ can experience. In MLM, abandonment is fatal -
not only for the downline that doesn't get the help they need, but also to your
reputation. Walkouts (and nonbuyers) start with just one person walking.

An unintentional way of perceived abandonment is to separate yourself from
your dorvnline. This happens when you put yourself up and above them - either

by product knowledge, intelligence, smooth talking ability, personality, person-

al volume/sales, sign-up record, or whatever - being'better than them'requires
tact so as not to cause them to feel inferior. Remember, they are working for
you. You do not want them feeling inferior. What you want them feeling is
inspired, enthused, excited and activated! Whenever a downline doesn't demon-

strate a skill that you can help them with, gently show them.

Show and copy is the way eyeryone learns.

Have patience and the time to show them, by example and demonstration, and

they will soon be copying. But that's not all! When it comes time for them to
teach others, and they have a distributor who requires that extra little bit of
help, they'll remember the extra care, concern and effort you gave them, and so

they will teach the same to their doumline. We teach by example.



8. llo* fo Prer!nf Your
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OUT OF TTEES AND

sucpRl5E PEoplE.l

firft aF At,since we're talking about marketing, ffid since marketing is

about selling things (goods, products and services here) to people (customers),

it's probably a good idea to look at the different reasons of why people buy and

what sort of people buy. If you can understand these two concepts it'll make

things a lot clearer for you.



'1. Whv People S"y

FACT: People only buy for two reasons: need and desire

People become customers when they buy something that they either need or
desire. People prefer to buy out of need because this justifies their action of
spending money, which comes from their old attitudes that money is limited.

80o of all purchases come out of need, 20o from desire

Obviously, it is better to have a product that people need, as well as desire.

If a person can convince, and justi$ to themselves, that their desire is also a

need, they will buy the product, even to their financial detriment. The key to
sales follows these four simple steps (assuming a certain product is in mind):

1. Ask them r,vhy they would want to use the product. (DESIRE)

Uncover an emotional desire in the customer for the product.

2. Tell them the benefits of the product, not the features. OTILITY)
i.e. how it would help them, not why.

3. Ask the customer how the product would be useful. (NEED)

i.e. what is their need?

4. Tell them how they can buy it,

then ggk them if thelr will buy it now.

(cl-osE TF{E SALE)

In the case of network marketing, it is important for you to tell them:

l. You don't want them to sell.

2. 'llou just want them to buy their own product, like 'home shopping'.

3. There are no minimum amounts of product they 'have to buy'.

The reasons why the average person would use network marketing to buy their

daily consumables would be because they are looking for good, effective and

reliable products that have value for money and are easy to buy.

When they buy, they only have to buy what they need, when they need it.

Of course, if they have friends with whom they wish to share the products,

all they have to do is show them where to get their own.

Word of mouth recommendation enables your ftiends to become satisfied home

buyers by showing them how to get their own products: give them the distribu-

tor application form, with your name as the sponsor. It's that easy.



L. What (,art o! ?eopLe B"y

There are basically four different fypes of customer at the market. They are

denoted by the four animal characteristics of dogs, cats, rats and rabbits. This
tells you why people choose to buy the way they do. They are:

The Animals at Market

@
#
w
M

DOGS

CATS

RATS

loyal customers

lazy customers

cheap customers

follow their friend

whatever is easiest

whatever is cheapest

passing the locationRABBITS spontaneous customers

As you can see, the first three have in mind a product they want to buy, where-

as in the case of the rabbits, its not so much that they might have a product in
mind to buy, but rather the opportunitv to buy was there.

Now here's the good news. In all cases, network marketing satisfies all four of
these basic demands. I use network marketing here, rather than multi-level mar-

keting, because we are talking about moving product through a network of peo-

ple contacts, being person (seller) to ftiend (customer).

So, let's look at these types. These are the reasons whl' people jgin MLM!!!

Dogs join because they TRUST their upline sponsor.

Cats join because it is EASY for them to get the products they want.

Rats join because they can get good products which are CF{EAPER.

Rabbits join because they see the OPPOKITINITY of convenience, which
could be either for the product or the business, or both.



What to Say to PeoplE when you talk to them about MLM

This is probably the most practical paragraph in the whole book. Every MLMer
has their favourite one-liner, and just like the famous "Have we met before?"
Every person you hit with your one-liner will straight away know what it is
you're on about. It's got to read like a newspaper headline. Let me illustrate. If
your company produces a nutritional suppliment range, your opener might be:

"Hello. Do you take vitamins ?"

All you have to have is a question that asks them if they use, or might want,

the product you are promoting and recommending. Never tell them you're a

salesperson. (Remember, you're NOT a salesperson!) Whatever their answer,

say from experience your personal results and experiences with the product you

are using (the benefits). When they ask how to get their own, you say, "Home
shopping. Buy your own through the mail!" Some more example one-liners:

For Skin Products: "Do you have dry skin or wrinkles?"
For Non-toxic Products: "Are you allergic to soaps and detergents?"

For Car Products: "Want to spend less money on your car & save $$?"

i. |{o- fo Approach }therr

It-lTERESTtrrtC

APPR,OACI{

As mentioned, the best way is to personally talk to them, face to face. The next

best way is by telephone, and then lastly, by using a mailout. We will look at

all three of these methods, in order of effectiveness.

\



1. The Personal Demonstration

Invite a friend (a person becomes a ftiend when you shake hands) around to
your place, or his place, or someone else's place where there are a few others,
and intoduce yourself by nirme, and say and remember their names.

Speak for about 20 minutes, no more.

Spend only 5 minutes each on: the Company and its Philosophy

the Products (types of, and range of)
the Compensation Plan

the Business Opportunity

Then answer their quesions for about 10 minutes. That's all. Keep your answers

short, succinct and simple. Don't get into specifics. Answer directly.

Ask them for their opinions. Ask them if they want to join and get their own. If
they say no, ask them nicely "Why not? What concerns you?" (use these

words)

If they like the company and its philosophy, the products and the plan,

their answer will come down to either time or money.

Time is easy: they just buy the products for themselves. No pressure to sell.

Money is also easy: they would be saving money by buying them directly.

So you see, once they understand these things, it's totally logical for them to
join. It would be silly irrational and illogical for them not to. Of course, some

people still say no, and this is either because of something they haven't told
you, or because they've told a little lie to you during the presentation. Review
the points of the company, products, and plan and ask again.

When they say, "Sure, I'd love to join!", give them the form and get them to

sign it then and there. When they give it to you, then shake their hand. This is
now the time to ask them why they joined and what their intentions are.

Before you go ifrto the presentation, have two things already prepared:

l. joining application forms already filled in with your details only.



2. an information brochure on the company that they can take away if they
feel the need to consider it fi.rther. Tell them at the beginning of the presenta-

tion not to worry about'taking in all the information' as you'll give them a sum-

mary brochure that they can take away and consider afterwards. No pressure to
join.

2. Telephone Technique for Distance Prospecti4g

DIAL IIERE
This is good for people who live in
another city, state or country. The

thing to do first is find yourself a
phone company that gives you

cheap calls. There's no need to make

others rich if they don't belong in
your upline or downline!

Once you've made your lists of
prospects, the technique is very sim-

ilar to the face-to-face presentation.

Your prospect phone call goes something like this:

Hi there Jim. This is Jason Betts. We were in the snme meditation class last

year. How are you? (don't get bogged down into specifics).

That's great, Jim. Listen, the reason for my call is that I've just found a source

of products that are so great I'm telling everyone I know Have you got four

minutes? (make sure you say "4" minutes here)

Thanks. You can time me if you like. Well, they're great products, like I said,

they've helped me no end. The nurme of the company brand is ***:r*'$t!**.

They basically make a range of *{'t*:r* and ****rr products. They're better and

cheaper Everyone just buys them for themselves directly from the company.

You don't have to sell them. Can I send you some info so you can look at it?

Please make sure that you say the words above exactly as they are. If you

change a little word it would change the meaning of the sentence, and then they

could say no, which would be bad, as you want to send them the info
packlmailout.

TALK
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If the conversation sounds good, don't be tempted into going for a long time,
because if they've already said "yes" to getting your information, by talking for
a longer time they may decide to change their mind and not get it. So, make the
call as short as possible without being rude, and send it to them.

A phone call (outlined above) should precede every mailout, if possible.

Network Marketing uses the rifle, not shotgun, approach.

This means you single out one prospect at a time, give them the call, send them
the info, and then follow up on the phone 3 days later with the 20 minute pres-

entation over the phone, answering their questions succintly.

Mailouts use the shotgun approach. The typical response rate from a mailout is

usually less than 3o/o, and probably for MLM closer to 1 or ZYo. Costly, too.

If you precede the mailout with acall, and then follow up with another call,

and take the time to explain things clemly, the response is almost the same as if
it were a face-to-face (i.e. >50%). Of course, there are advantages and disad-

vantages to each method. The most important thing is the follow up. You must

follow-up.

3. Compiling a Mailout

After you have made the call saying

you will mail out some information,

do what you said you'd do and send

out some information. Your mailout

should include the following:

l. Apersonal letter of recommen-

dation. This is your brief, one-page

testimonial about when you found the

company and how good the products

are. You should also mention that

there's no pressure to sell, only good

products that they can buy for themselves cheaply, directly from the company.

Make sure you address and sign this letter personally in blue pen.

Fbngor rHE
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2. A recommended product list. This should be a one-page typed list of
your favourite products with their wholesale prices. Place them into groupings,

either in threes (kipods) or by classification of product type.

3. A brochure from the company with pictures of some of the products, or a
photo fact sheet on a couple of their hottest products. But just 2 ar 3 sheets

total.

4. An audio tape that is emotionally inspiring and uncovers a need within.

5. A sign-up application form, with your sponsor details already filled in.

This is all that you need Any more would confuse them or put them off. Keep

it simple. What is above covers all 5 aspects of recommendation:

l. The letter is testimony. Nothing beats word of mouth for advertising.

2. The product list tells them what it's all about. Products with value for $.

3. The brochure will show them that it is a real big important company.

4. The audio tape gives them more reasons to join: money, health, value....

5. The application form so they can join as soon as they're inspired.

After sending the mailout to a person, you must follow up!

It's the golden rule of mailouts: no follow up, no retum, no sign ups. If you do

follow up, they'll get around to looking at it seriously and maybe even listen to

the tape if they've got the time. OK, so they've got it, what next?

Now that you've spent your money sending it to them, ffid made two phone

calls to them, you can ask them to listen to the tape by a certain date, say, in 3
days time. It must be within a week for the iron to still be hot. Ringing them on

the day they get it is a sure fire way to let them know that you think it's impor-

tant, so that can get them to look at it a little bit faster.



4. Advanced Networking Techniques
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There are several ways for structuring a network, like the 'Planting Trees'

example in Chapter 5. I break them into three easy steps:

Find I person. This is called'talking to someone about MLM'. Easy.

Build 1 'Chain' for this person, 5 levels deep. This is called Chaining.

Build I 'Fan' for the sirme person, made up of 5 chains. This is Fanning.

Chai"i"1

Assuming you can find one person to build a network under, and assuming this

person wants to learn how to generate a network of consumers (like you do),

you can teach them the noble MLM art of Chaining in a one'day practical sem-

tnafr..

Chaining is where you tell your No.1 downline you're going to build a 5 level

deep chain under them - today! Ask your No.1 downline, "Who do you know
that wants to earn some extra money, have freedom, and use great products?"

Get No.l to ring them up on ttre phone, and make an appointrnent to see them

immediately. When you do, tell No.2 that you're going to build a network of
consumers under them 4 levels deep. Get a nirme from them, and ring them!

Go to No.3's house, and say you're going to build a network chain 3 levels deep

under them today, and get No.4's name. Do the same for No.4 to get No.5.



In as little time as 5 hours, you can build your network 5 levels deep, just by

getting 1 name from each person. Get each person to find I person immediate-

ly, so that you can get I person per hour. Make sure the fellow you sign-up first
(No.l) accompanies you all day, so he can see the magic of it all.

F?n",it.3

Once you have built a 5-leg chain under of your No.l (or frontliner), you need

to show them how to build another similar 5-leg chain using a different No.2.

This will give that No.1 a second 5-leg chain. Then get them to finish the job

and find several more 5-leg chains for himself. When this No.l fellow has 5

chains under him, each 5 levels deep, he has a'fan'. At the same time, you have

created the first of your 5 spokes for your personal fan. Each spoke (a No.1

frontliner) has 5 separate chains of 5 levels deep. This means that you have a

person who has 5 chains of people, 5 levels deep. That's a spoke of 26 people.

Not bad for 5 days work! Your personal fan will have 5 spokes of 26 people:
130 downline.

The second stage in fanning is for you to find a second person, and do it again.

Get this person to name a person, who names a person, and so on. Build that

leg for them 5 levels deep (6 including them, 7 including you). Then, show

them how to do it again (on their second working day) and build them a second

leg, 5 levels deep. Get them to build another 3 legs the same way.

This makes your second spoke. Now, build 5 spokes for yowself the sulme

way. In less than a month, you have a complete fan of 5 x (l+25) : 130 people!

Wow!

Trade fairr,, [xporifio',f ?",d P"blic oirpLayr

These can work really well if done correctly. The procedure is thus:

1. Display just one poster that says it all. Make it simple and intreguing.

2. Collect nirmes and phone numbers of everyone who might be interested.

3. Follow up each one, one by one, with the 30 minute demonstration.

Several points to note:

l. You can't display yow company's name or logo for legal reasons.

2. Don't sell it to them on the day. Just get their details for later follow-ups.

3. Follow up on the phone and make personal appointments. No mail outs.



Expos are really good for showing your advertising to volumes of people. It
works really well for me. At the expos that I personally run and organise, we

get thousands of people through the door every day. Our unmalrned stall, with

only one poster and a few namelist sheets sticky-taped to the desk, result lrr20

to 50 names of people per day of keen and interested people in your product.

From my personal experience, oufsign-up rate is 70Yo of the people who see

the demonstration, which is about 7A% of the names on the list. This gives us

an approximate success rate of 50% of the total names on the list. This is fan-

tastic!!

As far as the advertising goes. your poBter should have the following:

1.

2.
a
J.

4.

5.

Simplicity. What is unique about your products?

A question which determines your market customer.

Make it A0 size, or the biggest poster you can get.

Print it on fluoroescent paper and get it laminated.

Don't overcrowd the words. Make the message loud and clear.

As an example, the following page demonshates the exact poster which I use

with great success. The products that I personally promote have major product

lines in nutritional supplementation and personal care products. What makes

these products special and appealing to people is that the vitamins are "better

and cheapor" and that the personal care body products are "non-toxic". What is

also great about this advertisment is that it asks them, top line, getting their

attention, if they take vitamins. This determines if we have something suitable

for them. We also educate them in that detergents are in some way toxic. Neat?

This technique works well whether the stall is manned or not. The namelist

sheets should have the following with columns drawn down the page befween:

Firsfirame Lasfirame Phone Number Address Postcode

otherwise they will leave nzrmes like "R.Harris" which makes things tricky.

Also, the phone number should come next. Sometimes they will leave an

address, but no phone. This doesn't work for us - we need the phone number.

Remember, the expo is not a salespitch environment. Describe the products, by

all means and methods, but don't show it to them (no names or logos). But

what you can do is promise to get some information out to them as soon as

possible, personally.



DO YOU TAKE VITAMINS ?

Do you want to get better and

cheaper vitamins & minerals?

ARE YO{JALLERGIC
TO SOAPS ANID DETERGENTS ?

Do you want to get your own

non-toxic body care products?

DOYOUWANTTO KI{OWHOW
TO GET THESE PRODTJCTS ?

Mail Order.

Wholesale Prices.

No minimums.

Just buy what you want.

No selling.

LEAVE YOUR CONTACT DETAILS



Network Markefi"l ftr ldiofr

For those of you who have read the entire

book and understood very little, this page is

for you. Al1 you have to do is do the follow-
ing, and keep doing it.

It's really very simple.

***:1.**d.*****:frt,l.{!*****:F*d<***rl.{.:f*4(*********{.:f!f**(:l.rl.,f**:*:irl.**tl.{<*!4(****

Step l. Join a company, and get some of their stuff.

Step 2. Tell everyone about it. Rave to them about it.

Specificallg what it is,

what is does, and

how it's helped you.

Step 3. Give them the application form for them to get their own.

Step 4. Collect the monthly cheque, and keep doing it (all of the above).

{.**,rt****:f****:1.**,&rl!*:1.*,F,fr|<********.rk***rl.**.*tt*1.**:tr********rl.****(*{!:|(:rl*!

That's just about it, really. There are a few refinements, like:

L When you get others to join and try it for themselves, let them know:

* they should tell all of their friends about it, too.
* there's money in it for them if they do.
* but they should tell all of their ftiends anyway, 'coz it's fantastic stufil

Tell everyone you meet about the stufl not just your friends.

Ask a few successfrrl people in this company how they did it. Listen

well to their answer. Then, do that.

4. Make sure that everyone you tell knows how to get their own, and how

they should teach others to teach their friends how to get their own...

*{.**.:k*{.****{.*t(**{!***:***:t**{<*:F******:}**dcf******:lr***********rft*{!***
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3.



1. fix fhing fo Rer".e rnber Abo"f

Markefinl

1. It all starts with the first Lerson.

All networks start with one person - you - and then all of your downline starts

with one person - the first person you sponsor. Don't be afraid - do it now! If
you don't sponsor anyone, you won't have a network; so, all you have to do is
just find that first person. How? Where? By talking. Simple as that. To anyone!

2. Attitude.

Try this attitude (mental perspective) on for size:

1. You have goodies (product information) to give away to people (ftiends).

2. They would want this information because it would be useful for them.

3. They will thank you for giving them the option of looking at it.

4. You are not a salesperson. You are an information broker, giving away

free information on products will will help people in their lives.

I

o
o
c



3. Don't expect instant success.

1. It takes 90 days to love a product. Product use is habit-forming. Try it.
2. It takes 24 months to learn to work network marketing. Give it a fair go.

3. If you fail to plan, you plan to fail. Use the plans in Chapter 6 - honestly.

4. Don't be limited by the contents of this book.

t. Try anything that works for you. Everyone is different & works differently.
2.Leal.n from any source you can - books, people, tapes, courses, anything!

3. Experiment with different ideas and systems, but always keep your focus.

5. Some other ideas that just might work.

l. Try working through industry bodies, like trades, professions, associations.

2. Piggy-back other companies by sponsoring the head of a business network.

3. Match one of your products with a group of people having a specific need.

4. Look and watch for trends of the general populus and their product use.

6. Dont forget to look at history.

1. The history of MLM spans 50 years. It's not new. And it's getting bigger.

2. 500,000 MLM companies have been created, selling just about everything.

3. only 30 companies have lasted more than l0 years. Join one that's safe.

What Io Do No-?

Well, that depends on where you are in your MLM career.

First of all, never believe that you've got the best deal. The law of averages

says there's always one out there that's better, so always do your research.

Always be open to look at the next one that comes along, for several reasons:

1. It might just be better than the one you're doing now

2. It's always good to see what the competition is like.

3. You might learn something.



Mela figr ftr the Pote",fiaLly Very Wealfhy

Sponsor I person per working day, and get them using the stuff. (P.U.P.)

Get I person per week to do what you do. (or even I per month!)

Be nice. Smile a lot. Be happy.

Use the stuffyourself, and speak from experience. Be honest.

Enjoy what you do. Have fun. Create freedom for yourself, and enjoy it.

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.



If you've got a MLM company that you're happy with, and you don't think
you could be happier moving into another company (and don't forget number
1. above...),I suggest the following:

1. Work out your lists: goals, prospects and plans (see Chapter 6.)

Remember: a list isn't a list unless its on paper.

2. Do it.

3. If you're having trouble, contact your upline, or your upline's upline.

4. If you'd like information on my MLM network, contact me.

5. Have faith that you can do anything. It works for me.

I wish upon you the brightest af blessings and goodness be,

May you work with the highest respect for the industry,
and all those within it,
and may you achieoe your dreams and your highest potential!

Ordo ab Chao!

Yours sub rosa,

-W

+fason.

Dr. jason Betts, PO Box $ Sandy Bay, TAS 70A6, Australia.



Abo"f the A"fhor

Dr. jason Betts is an average kind of guy with not so average hobbies that
have become big business.

jason gained a science degree in mathematics and philosophy from the
University of Tasmania in Hobart, Australia. But that's not a11.....

He started his own private teaching college for metaphysics. He started the
Tasmanian Spiritual Expos, the Tasmanian Spiritual Association, the Order
of the Mystic Rose, wrote the nationally-published book "A Guide to the New
Ag"", is editor/publisher of "Tasmania's Alternative and Natural Therapy
Directory" and "The Silver Arrow Flyer" (the state's only New Age magazine
from 7997-7999), and now concentrates on the Tasmanian Mind Body Spirit
Expos and also works as a sales and marketing consultant and speaker.

In his spare time, he gained Diplomas of Remedial Massage, Acupuncture
and Metaphysical Counselling, and teaches Reiki and Meditation in a
different state in Australia every month. He is also a Doctor of Science

(Natural Therapies) and a Doctor of Philosophy (Metaphysics).

A11 of this has taken about 8 years.

In just less than L year of network marketing, with the right company, right
attitude, and the knowledge contained in this book, Jason now gets a cheque

greater than all of the money earned from all of his other sources put together.

Guess what Jason's doing now?



MLM Secrets for the Y2K is packed with the basics, funda-
mentals and rules of multi-level marketing.

It explains why network marketing is the way of the future.

It explains the practical techniques, like how to get downline,
how to build your network, and how to sell, in simple step-

by-step instructions.

It also lists the plans and steps required for a person to devel-
op and train a network so that it is self-perpetuating and

regenerating.

If you want the freedoms of a pefinanent residual income,

quality of life and a passionate career, then buy the book you

are now reading.

This book is worth millions!

Buy it right now.


